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NEW QUESTION: 1
Two classes named Circle and Square inherit from the Shape
class. Circle and Square both inherit Area from the Shape
class, but each computes Area differently.
Which term is used to describe this object-oriented concept?
A. polymorphism
B. overloading
C. encapsulation
D. superclassing
Answer: A
Explanation:
You can use polymorphism to in two basic steps:
Create a class hierarchy in which each specific shape class
derives from a common base
class.
Use a virtual method to invoke the appropriate method on any
derived class through a
single call to the base class method.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which actions to you need to perform to configure SAP HANA
single sign-on?
Please choose the correct answer.
A. Generate and import SSH rsa key
B. Generate and import X.509 certificate
C. Generate and import PSE key
D. Generate and import Kerberos keytab
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
How is provided master redundancy on a stacked switches?
A. 1+N
B. 1:1
C. N:1
D. 1: N
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A supplier delivers material to your warehouse; however, you
are only obliged to pay the supplier once you have withdrawn
the stock.
Which procurement process would you implement for this purpose?
Please choose the correct answer.
A. Stock transfer

B. Third-party
C. Standard
D. Consignment
Answer: D
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